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Monster Jam is a massive event that contains colossal truck racing each other and also some
freestyle events as well. They are organized generally in grand stadiums of U.S and Europe but its
finale is held in Les Vegas. The Advanced Auto Parts Monster Jam is Americaâ€™s most popular game
that has grabbed the attention of million audiences.

Above 4 million viewers gather at several venues to feel the thrill of these amazing racing trucks.
These adventures Monster Trucks races are always a good source of entertainment as reflected by
the weird names of the massive vehicles as Maximum Destruction, Grave Digger, Monster Mutt,
Blue Thunder and Bounty Hunter.

These racing trucks contain eye catching color paints that keeps the eyes locked on the track of all
present audience. The average track of this adventurous race is constructed in a stadium uses 700
cubic yards of grim while an arena uses 3500 cubic yards. You can know more about this foolhardy
competition race that how risky to cross the trucks side by side and can dazzle yourself with each
next moment. Feel the crisp of true entertainment by grasping Monster Jam Tickets quickly.

A Monster Jam event is the biggest auto entertainment of the country that is held annually. An
awesome Monster Jam Schedule has been contributed among its fans so they can remain update
themselves with the latest info. Monster Jam is the biggest touring monster truck venture that has
smashing record. Audiences eager to watch these racing trucks and feel an amazing excitement.

If you are diehard fans of Monster Jam then quickly become an eye witness of this magical track
and roars of engines by snatching Monster Jam Tickets. You will have an outstanding glance in this
competition. There are two kinds of this competition freestyle and racing. In racing competition
trucks are driven through a route side by side. The truck which crosses the ending line 1st and has
limited penalties is declared winner. In free style the drivers have restriction on time. Grave Digger is
an important name among the monster trucks all time that was formed in 1981 by superstar Dennis
Anderson. Currently 6 Grave Digger trucks are participating in Monster Jam containing cost over
$250,000 to build. $100,000 is required for its spare parts. These gigantic trucks are approximately
12 feet wide and 12 feet tall having weight of 10,000 pounds.

Their tires are 66 inches high. The most acknowledgeable thing about these trucks is that its drivers
usually sit in between the vehicle to maintain balance and their

visibility. Their necks and heads are fastened with devices in order to provide them protection.
Although Monster Jam racing is not a childâ€™s play yet its players always play with fire just to entertain
their fans. If you are addicted to Monster jam then hurry up and hold up your Monster Jam
Tickets.because just a few seats are left and no one knows when they will be vanished. So, be
ready to attend the brilliant and massive truck racing.
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